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AEgis Wins CARTS ID/IQ Contract 
 
Huntsville, Alabama (October 20, 2010) - AEgis Technologies is on the winning team for a contract by 
the U.S. Army Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training and Instrumentation to provide 
technical solutions to support the modernization of Army training ranges worldwide.  The multiple 
award, indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract has a one-year base period of performance, four 
one-year options and a total ceiling value of $400 million for all awardees if all options are exercised. 
 
The Common Army Ranges and Target Systems (CARTS) contract will support the modernization of 
existing training ranges by integrating new devices and target systems.  These modernization efforts will 
be compliant with Future Army System of Integrated Targets (FASIT), the Army’s program that 
establishes a common standard for performance, communication and protocol associated with targets 
and devices used at all Army training ranges. 
 
AEgis Technologies received an award under LOT II with Booz Allen Hamilton as the prime contractor.  
The CARTS ID/IQ contract provides a vehicle to support the fabrication, integration, deployment, and 
maintenance of components in support of training ranges, both as integral components of larger ranges, 
or integrated entireties of smaller ranges.   
 
“AEgis Technologies is excited to continue its relationship with BAH in supporting PEO STRI’s ongoing 
efforts to improve Soldier training as part of the Army’s readiness,” said Lance Cooper, Chief Operating 
Officer. 
 
Lot II consists of the Range System Engineering/Integration to include Minor Range Construction or 
modifications, Non-permanent training mock-ups, Live fire facilities, Integration and Installation, 
Communication network systems, Audio/video/digital data, Recording system, Editing system, After 
action review, Central control systems/software, Range Subject Matter Expertise, Visual Recognition 
skills, Experimentation support and Scenario Generation. 
 
About AEgis Technologies Group 
AEgis is a privately held small business corporation headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama, that provides 
advanced technology and expert consulting services to industries throughout the world. AEgis 
capabilities include Modeling & Simulation software development, training, test support, engineering  
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analysis, hardware design and nanotechnology manufacturing for both government and commercial  
customers within the United States and internationally. Since its founding in 1989, AEgis has been 
committed to honesty and integrity and has been recognized for its honorable business practices by 
recently receiving the Better Business Bureau’s Torch Ethics Award. The company’s highly skilled work 
force is dedicated to building lasting relationships and providing superior products and services to our 
customers. 
 
To learn more about AEgis, please visit www.AEgisTG.com. 
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